Small Molecule Release and Activation through DNA Computing.
DNA-based logic gates can be assembled into computational devices that generate a specific output signal in response to oligonucleotide input patterns. The ability to interface with biological and chemical environments makes DNA computation a promising technology for monitoring cellular systems. However, DNA logic gate circuits typically provide a single-stranded oligonucleotide output, limiting the ability to effect biology. Here, we introduce a novel DNA logic gate design capable of yielding a small molecule output signal. Employing a Staudinger reduction as a trigger for the release and activation of a small molecule fluorophore, we constructed AND and OR logic gates that respond to synthetic microRNA (miRNA) inputs. Connecting the gates in series led to more complex DNA circuits that provided a small molecule output in response to a specific pattern of three different miRNAs. Moreover, our gate design can be readily multiplexed as demonstrated by simultaneous small molecule activation from two independent DNA circuits.